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Welcome to March'20, second edition of Insight'15.

WHO declared the deadly COVID-19 a pandemic and the world prepares to battle against
the deadly disease as the major European nations go into lockdowns. The business and
economy takes a hit as production of major industries including the automotive industry
grinds to a halt. Federal Reserve sets up a facility to make loans to banks.

Here are some major highlights. Hope you enjoy reading the same!

COVID-19 AND ITS IMPACT
Global economy drifts toward
recession - economist

The global economy is likely to drift
into a recession this year, Oxford
Economics said on Monday, as the
pace and impact of the coronavirus
spread intensified and the extent of
the economic downturn in China in
the first quarter of the year becomes
clear.
Measures sin China to contain the
spread of the outbreak led to a
13.5% year on year fall in industrial
demand in January-February, while
retail sales fell 20.5% over the same
period, and the return to normal
business remains slow, according to
Oxford Economics. The impact of
similar containment measures in the
west are also expected to have a
substantial economic impact in the
second quarter.  Read More

Europe's automotive
production grinds to a halt

Virtually all European vehicle
manufacturers are closing down
operations because of the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-
19) virus, shutting off an important
outlet for the chemical industry.
Analysts estimate that the automotive
industry accounts for 11–12%,
directly and indirectly, of chemicals
production, although the proportion is
higher for some companies. BASF,
with its major production base in
Germany, for example, reckons that
between 15% and 20% of its sales
are ultimately to the worldwide
automotive industry. Germany is
particularly exposed as it accounted
for over 29% of Europe's 19.2 million
vehicle production, 20% of the world
total, in 2018.



ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
Federal Reserve Launches 3rd Emergency Lending Program

The Federal Reserve announced that it will establish an emergency lending facility to help
unclog a short-term credit market that has been disrupted by the viral outbreak. The Fed
said late Wednesday, 18 March’  2020 that it will lend money to banks that purchase
financial assets from money market mutual funds, including short-term IOUs known as
commercial paper.
By facilitating the purchase of commercial paper, which is issued by large businesses and
banks, the Fed hopes to spur more lending to firms that are seeking to raise cash as their
revenues plummet amid the spread of the coronavirus.
 

Joe Biden wins all 3 primaries in Arizona, Florida and Illinois

Joe Biden swept all three primaries on 17 March 2020 night in Arizona, Florida and Illinois,
CBS News projects. The contests took place amid the ongoing coronavirus crisis that led
Ohio officials to postpone their primary, which had also been scheduled for the same day.
In remarks after his early win in Florida, Biden, speaking from his home in Wilmington,
Delaware, said his campaign appeared to have had a "very good night," but he also spoke
about the coronavirus crisis. He told Americans that "it's important to get through this crisis
protecting both the public health and our democracy."

INDUSTRY
NACD Sends Letter to President Trump, US Governors on Chemical
Industry Operations amid COVID-19 Response

National Association of Chemical Distributors (NACD) President and CEO Eric R. Byer
issued a to President Trump and all 50 U.S. governors urging them to keep chemical
distribution operations open because of the industry’s crucial role in ensuring the well-
being of both citizens and businesses across the country. Read More
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https://www.cbsnews.com/feature/joe-biden-former-vice-president/
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/coronavirus-disease-covid-19-latest-news-2020-03-19/
https://www.nacd.com/media-center/press-releases/nacd-sends-covid19-letter-president-trump-governors/

